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Abstract
A continuing trend in many scientific disciplines is the growth in the volume of data collected by scientific instruments and

the desire to rapidly and efficiently distribute this data to the scientific community. As both the data volume and number of

subscribers grows, a reliable network multicast is a promising approach to alleviate the demand for the bandwidth needed

to support efficient data distribution to multiple, geographically-distributed, research communities. In prior work, we

identified the need for a reliable network multicast: scientists engaged in atmospheric research subscribing to meteoro-

logical file-streams. An application called Local Data Manager (LDM) is used to disseminate meteorological data to

hundreds of subscribers. This paper presents a high-performance, reliable network multicast solution, Dynamic Reliable

File-Stream Multicast Service (DRFSM), and describes a trial deployment comprising eight university campuses connected

via Research-and-Education Networks (RENs) and Internet2 and a DRFSM-enabled LDM (LDM7). Using this deploy-

ment, we evaluated the DRFSM architecture, which uses network multicast with a reliable transport protocol, and leverages

Layer-2 (L2) multipoint Virtual LAN (VLAN/MPLS). A performance monitoring system was developed to collect the real-

time performance of LDM7. The measurements showed that our proof-of-concept prototype worked significantly better

than the current production LDM (LDM6) in two ways. First, LDM7 distributes data faster than LDM6. With six

subscribers and a 100 Mbps bandwidth limit setting, an almost 22-fold improvement in delivery time was observed with

LDM7. Second, LDM7 significantly reduces the bandwidth requirement needed to deliver data to subscribers. LDM7

needed 90% less bandwidth than LDM6 to achieve a 20 Mbps average throughput across four subscribers.
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1 Introduction

A continuing trend in many scientific disciplines is the

growth in the volume of data collected by scientific

instruments and the desire to rapidly and efficiently

distribute this data to the scientific community. Transfer-

ring these large data sets to a geographically distributed

research community consumes significant network resour-

ces. For example, in Unidata’s Internet Data Distribution

(IDD) system [1], the University Corporation for Atmo-

spheric Research (UCAR) uses an application, called Local

Data Manager (LDM) [2], to distribute 30 different types

[3] of meteorological data (e.g., surface observations, radar

data, satellite imagery, wind profiler data, lightning data,

and high-resolution computer-model output) to over 570

sites in 217 domains [4]. Approximately 420,000 data

products1 comprising 50 gigabytes (GB) are generated each

hour. The volume of data and number of subscribers have

both been increasing. For example, the weather satellites of

the GOES-R series, such as, GOES-16 and GOES-17,

which came online in recent years has 14 times higher
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operational bandwidth than the previous-generation satel-

lite [5].

A simultaneous occurrence of two events, an application

top-down push for reliable network multicast, and a bot-

tom-up technological advance in the form of Software-

Defined Networks (SDN), led to the work presented here.

The current LDM, LDM6, uses a separate unicast TCP

connection from a publisher to each of its subscribers,

which explains why both the sender’s computing power

and network resources requirements have been growing

rapidly in the IDD system. While UCAR receives 50 GB/h

from various input sources, it transmits, on average, about

2.34 TB/h from its sending cluster. A network multicast

solution would alleviate the demand of both computing

power and network resources. Thus, LDM and IDD pro-

vide the top-down application motivation to revisit the use

of network multicast.

The main wide-area, inter-domain network multicast

solution that was designed and implemented, but not

broadly used, is IP multicast. IP multicast has three com-

ponents: (i) Class-D multicast IPv4 addresses and auto-

mated mapping to multicast MAC addresses, (ii) Internet

Group Multicast Protocol (IGMP), and (iii) multicast

routing protocols. Distributed routing solutions, with their

associated protocols, were developed to support IP multi-

cast. Examples include Distance Vector Multicast Routing

Protocol (DVMRP) [6] and Protocol Independent Multicast

(PIM) [7]. However, the complexity of these solutions is

one of the reasons for questioning their feasibility [8]. The

use of centralized controllers in SDN greatly simplifies the

control-plane actions required to configure forwarding

tables in switches for multicast flows. Inter-domain mul-

ticast trees can similarly be configured through coordinated

operations in SDN controllers, one in each domain. Thus,

SDN provided the bottom-up technological-advance moti-

vation to revisit the use of network multicast.

In prior work, we described a network-multicast archi-

tecture to support reliable file-stream multicasting [9, 10].

It has the following features: (i) Layer-2 (L2) multipoint

Virtual LAN (VLAN) service, and (ii) File Multicast

Transport Protocol (FMTP) [11], a reliable transport-layer

protocol for delivering file-streams, which uses both UDP

and TCP over the L2 network service. The proposed

architecture was evaluated on the NSF GENI [12] and

Chameleon testbeds [13].

In this paper, we describe a trial deployment of a net-

work multicast solution that addresses the need to dis-

tribute large volumes of scientific data to subscribers

reliably and efficiently. The deployment involved eight

universities which are connected via corresponding regio-

nal Research-and-Education Networks (RENs) and Inter-

net2, the US-wide REN [14]. To accommodate this multi-

domain Wide-Area Network (WAN) usage, we developed

a new Dynamic Reliable File-Stream Multicast (DRFSM)

service architecture. This architecture requires a core net-

work that supports Dynamic Multipoint Path Service

(DMPS), which is available in some SDNs, e.g., Internet2.

This paper describes three contributions:

1. The design and implementation of a DRFSM service.

2. The design and implementation of a performance

monitoring system to collect data for a rigorous

evaluation.

3. A deployment involving eight university campuses of

this modified LDM, called LDM7, to compare its

performance to the current meteorological data distri-

bution application, LDM6.

In sum, the LDM6 delivers file-streams using unicast TCP

connections from the publisher to each subscriber, which is

an Application Layer Multicast (ALM) solution. As an

example, the CONDUIT feedtype, which consists of high-

resolution model data files, shows that each file is sent out

multiple times because of the use of unicast TCP connec-

tions. The LDM7 multicasts file-streams over UDP sockets

to all subscribers. Network switches/routers perform mul-

ticast function instead of the sending clusters. Thus, each

CONDUIT file will be sent out only once, which alleviate

the demand for sender’s access bandwidth.

This paper has the following organization: Sect. 2

describes the DRFSM architecture, reviews the transport-

layer protocols, and describes the implementation of the

DRFSM control-plane software and integration of these

components with LDM7. Section 3 describes the design

and implementation of a new LDM7 performance monitor

and defines metrics used in our evaluation. Our trial

deployment in a production WAN setting is described in

Sect. 4. Section 5 presents results of our experimental

evaluation on this deployment. Section 6 provides addi-

tional background material and reviews recent related

work. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Dynamic reliable file-stream multicast
service

Section 2.1 illustrates and reviews the DRFSM architecture

in a bottom-up manner. Section 2.2 describes our imple-

mentation of DRFSM control-plane and integration of

these modules into LDM7.

2.1 Architectural description

Figure 1 illustrates the DRFSM service architecture. This

architecture requires two types of network services; L2

path-based service for data-plane and Layer-3 (L3) IP-

routed service for control-plane.
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The reason we require that the multipoint network ser-

vice be path-based is that, in a multi-receiver context,

sequenced delivery and rate guarantees simplify the key

transport-layer functions of error control, flow control and

congestion control.

Consider the TCP solutions for unicast error control,

flow control and congestion control. The TCP error control

scheme of using positive acknowledgments (ACKs) from

the receiver, in conjunction with retransmission timeouts at

the sender, would suffer from the ACK-implosion problem

when used with multiple receivers. Similarly, the window-

based flow control scheme, in which the receiver notifies

the sender of the available space in the TCP-receive buffer,

is cumbersome to use in a multi-receiver setting. Finally,

TCP’s Slow Start and Congestion Avoidance (congestion

control) schemes for handling congestion require the sen-

der to estimate the state of the network path from the

sender to the receiver and correspondingly adjust the size

of the congestion window, which indirectly determines the

sending rate. Using such schemes in a multi-receiver

context is complex as the states of multiple network paths

will need to be considered in determining the size of the

sender congestion window/sending rate.

The use of SDN controllers to provision rate-guaranteed

L2 multipoint virtual networks, such as VLANs, simplifies

the three key transport-layer functions in a multi-receiver

context. The path-based solutions support in-sequence

delivery, which allows for the use of a Negative-ac-

knowledgments (NACK) based error control mechanism. A

receiver can assume that a packet was dropped when it sees

an out-of-sequence block, and then send a NACK

requesting block retransmission. The flow control and

congestion control are handled by receivers agreeing to

handle packets at the fixed rate of the multipoint network

path in the control-plane path setup phase. The rate is

selected by the sender based on the characteristics of the

file-stream and the application latency requirements. It is

the responsibility of each receiver to ensure that its network

path from the sender has sufficient bandwidth and that its

host has sufficient compute resources to keep up with

packets arriving into its receive buffer.

If a receiver finds that it cannot handle the rate at which

a file-stream of its interest is being offered by a sender,

then it can use external means to communicate with the

sender operator and request that the file-stream be served at

a lower rate. The key point is that active sending rate

adjustments in the data-plane, i.e., during file-stream

transmission, is avoided so that one receiver with insuffi-

cient compute or network resources does not slow down

data delivery to other receivers. In sum, choosing to design

the DRFSM service on top of a network that offers a

multipoint, path-based service simplifies the transport-layer

functions needed to support reliable multicast.

Fig. 1 Dynamic Reliable File-Stream Multicast (DRFSM) service architecture
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The second feature required from the network service is

dynamic control. In any data subscription service, sub-

scribers2 will need the ability to join/leave multicast

groups. As subscribers add or drop from multicast groups,

the network service should allow for the corresponding

path segments to the subscribers to be added to or dropped

from the multipoint paths. Hence dynamic control of the

multipoint path service is required.

Having provided these high-level insights into our

design choices for the DRFSM service, we now present

details related to the networks and their configuration for

this service.

2.1.1 Networks

Our architecture model allows file-stream publishers and

subscribers to be connected to their edge networks, which,

in turn, are interconnected by a DMPS network. This more-

complex model with multiple networks/domains is

required because the DRFSM service is proposed for WAN

usage rather than for datacenter or enterprise network

usage. The DRFSM service architecture assumes that:

– Edge networks offer:

1. L3 IP-routed service, and

2. L2 static path service, i.e., point-to-point path-based

service with static provisioning capability.

– Core network offers:

1. L3 IP-routed service, and

2. DMPS, i.e., multipoint path service with dynamic

control.

The L3 IP-routed service is used for exchanging control-

plane messages, such as, subscription requests, and SDN

controller signals. The L2 path-based service is used for

disseminating scientific data. While Fig. 1 shows different

routers and switches in the L3 network service and L2

network service, in practice, a single switch located in each

Point-of-Presence (PoP) can provide both types of services.

For example, most ISPs today deploy equipment, such as

Juniper MX 960, that support both capabilities: (i) IP-for-

warding, referred to as L3, for IP-routed service, and (ii)

VLAN and MultiProtocol Label Switching (MPLS) for-

warding, referred to as L2, for path-based service.

2.1.2 Network interface cards (NICs)

Figure 1 shows that sending and receiving hosts have two

NICs: NIC1 connected to the path-service switch of the

host’s edge network, and NIC2 connected to the IP-for-

warded router of the host’s edge network. In practice, it is

quite common for high-end servers to have two NICs, but it

is also feasible to use just a single NIC connected to an

edge-network switch, and provision multiple VLANs on

that single NIC, with one VLAN configured to handle

datagram-service packets, and the remaining VLANs

configured to feed into different multipoint paths, one for

each file-stream. Therefore, our model allows for both

physically separate or logically separate NICs.

Given that DRFSM service is using a rate-guaranteed

path inside the network for simplification of the transport-

layer functions in the multi-receiver context, the rate at

which packets are transmitted by the publisher NIC should

be limited to the rate of the multipoint path. The publisher

NIC1, as shown in Fig. 1, is configured using the Linux

traffic control (tc) utility to send packets at rate r matched

to the rate used for the multipoint path set up via the SDN

controller.

2.1.3 Addressing, routing and configuration

To support L3 service, distributed intra- and inter-domain

routing protocols are assumed to be deployed. For exam-

ple, Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) [15] and Border

Gateway Protocol (BGP) [16] allow the edge- and core-

network IP routers to obtain address reachability informa-

tion for NIC2, shown in Fig. 1, and create routing

table entries based on their public IP addresses to enable

IP-packet forwarding. For path-based networking services,

no such distributed routing is assumed. Instead DRFSM

assumes that publishers and subscribers should be config-

ured with information required for routing and signaling.

Table 1 shows the parameters used by DRFSM to per-

form dynamic multipoint path control operations for one

file-stream. Some of these parameters are per-host (pub-

lisher/subscriber), while others are per-file-stream. The first

two rows of the publisher and subscriber sections are the

per-host parameters. They are: (i) the DMPS core-network

switch and port to which SPSs are provisioned from each

host’s NIC1, and (ii) an identifier for the NIC used for

static path service. Per-file-stream parameters are: (i) an

SPS identifier, (ii) a multipoint path/sending rate, and (iii)

an IP address, transport-layer port number, and netmask

(remaining rows). Most of the parameters listed in Table 1

are illustrated in Fig. 1.

SPSs are provisioned from the publisher to its DMPS

core-network switch port for each file-stream that it mul-

ticasts. SPSs are provisioned from each subscriber to its

DMPS core-network switch port for each of its subscribed

file-streams. Examples of SPS are VLANs. For each file-

stream, the publisher’s configuration file has a rate-setting2 The terms ‘‘publisher’’ and ‘‘subscriber’’ are ‘‘sender’’ and

‘‘receiver’’ are used in data subscription services.
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for the multipoint path, which is also used by tc as the

packet sending rate.

Three types of IP addresses are used: (i) public IP

addresses are assigned to NIC2 on each host, and these

addresses are used for control-plane message exchanges

such as subscription requests, (ii) private multi-receiver IP

addresses are used as the destination IP address in data-

grams that are multicast from the publisher to all sub-

scribers on a multipoint path for a particular file-stream.

While this address is not used for packet forwarding within

the core or edge networks (packet forwarding in the path-

based service is on L2 headers such as VLAN ID and

MPLS label), this multi-receiver IP address needs to be

configured in all receivers to accept IP packets sent via

multicast because a UDP/IP socket is used by the pub-

lisher; and (iii) private unicast IP addresses are assigned to

each SPS connected logical interface associated with NIC1

of each host; these addresses are required for unicast

retransmissions of packets lost by a receiver.

As shown in Table 1, at the publisher, the second and

third types of IP addresses are stored in the configuration

file. The private unicast IP address is associated with a

netmask so that the publisher can assign IP addresses

within the same subnet to the SPSs connected logical

interfaces at all the subscribers on the multipoint path. For

each file-stream, Subscribers require the IP address of the

corresponding publisher’s NIC2 public IP address and

TCP-port number for sending a subscription request. Other

IP addresses required at the subscriber are communicated

via signaling from the publisher.

2.1.4 Transport protocols

A reliable multicast transport protocol, FMTP, is used in

the DRFSM architecture. As illustrated in Fig. 1, FMTP

uses UDP for multicast. The UDP datagrams are sent to a

multicast IP address that is configured for the multipoint

VLAN interface on NIC1 of the publisher and all sub-

scribers (NIC1S and NIC1Rj
). This multicast IP address

does not need to be a Class-D IPv4 address because this

address is only used at the hosts; all the transit switches

perform packet forwarding on L2-header fields. For each

file, FMTP sender sends a special FMTP packet, which

contains the metadata of the file, named Beginning-of-

Product (BOP) message via L2 multicast to all receivers.

Next, the FMTP sender divides the file into blocks, and

multicasts these as UDP datagrams. Finally, FMTP multi-

casts an End-of-Product (EOP) message to all receivers.

Each FMTP receiver checks the FMTP packet header

and detects missing blocks. Because sequenced delivery is

guaranteed on the L2 paths of the multipoint VLAN,

missing blocks are detected from the block sequence

number. Unicast TCP connections, sent over the L2 paths

from the publisher to the subscriber, are used for retrans-

missions. A unicast private IP address is assigned to the

VLAN interface at NIC1 on the publisher and at each

subscriber. This private IP address is used for the TCP

connections.

If one or more data blocks are missing, the FMTP

receiver sends a retransmission request to the FMTP sen-

der, which retransmits the requested data blocks to just the

requesting receiver. When all blocks are received correctly,

the FTMP receiver signals the FMTP sender. A product

index is carried in the FMTP header so that if a whole

product is dropped, the receiver can request retransmission

of all blocks of the missing product.

The FMTP sender sets a retransmission timer for each

file after the BOP is sent. When this timer expires, the

FMTP sender stops serving all pending and new retrans-

mission requests and sends back rejections (see Fig. 2

Table 1 Configuration file entries for file-stream F

Publisher S

ðWS;PSÞ A core-network switch and port to which the publisher’s SPSs are provisioned

NIC1S an identifier of the NIC1 at the publisher

SPSFS An identifier of the SPS provisioned between the publisher and the DMPS core network for F

rF A multipoint-path rate and tc sending rate for F

ðIPF
mr;N

F
mrÞ A multi-receive IP address and UDP port number used for multicast of F

Subscriber Rj; 1� j�m

ðWRj
;PRj

Þ A core-network switch and port to which Rj’s SPSs are provisioned

NIC1Rj
An identifier of the NIC used for static path service at subscriber Rj

SPSFRj
An identifier of SPS provisioned between Rj and the DMPS core network for F

ðIPF
S2;N

F
S Þ A public IP address assigned to NIC2 of the file-stream publisher, along with a TCP port number
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example). This timer is required to prevent slow receivers

from reducing multicast throughput for all other receivers.

On the FMTP receiver side, a receiver timer is set for

each file when its BOP is received. This timer is required to

handle the loss of one or more blocks at the end of the file

and loss of EOP. If the timer expires before the reception of

the corresponding EOP, the FMTP receiver requests

retransmissions for all missing blocks and the EOP for that

file.

The presence of the FMTP sender retransmission timer

necessitates an application-layer backstop mechanism so

that applications with reliability requirements that are more

stringent than achievable with the FMTP service can

deliver missed products. For example, the LDM7 applica-

tion uses an LDM6-backstop mechanism, in which LDM6

uses a TCP connection, established through the L3 IP-

routed network, to send products that could not be deliv-

ered fully via FMTP.

2.2 Implementation

Section 2.2.1 provides an overview of the LDM7 processes

and inter-process communications. Section 2.2.2 describes

how LDM7 uses the services of FMTP, and Sect. 2.2.3

describes a utility used to configure VLAN IDs and IP

addresses at the end hosts.

2.2.1 Overview of LDM7 processes

Figure 2 illustrates how LDM7 processes are created at the

publisher and at two subscribers for two feeds with FMTP-

required communications setup across the L2 network. The

numbered arrows offer a chronological representation of

inter-process communications. When the top-level ldmd

process at Subscriber1 (R1) processes a RECEIVE entry in

its configuration file (in which the LDM administrator

specifies the desired feeds and corresponding parameters),

this top-level process forks a downstream LDM7 process

(1). The latter generates a subscription request (2) for the

feed, Feed1 (F1) in the example, which is sent using IP-

routed (Layer3) service to the sender. At the sender, the

top-level ldmd process forks an Upstream LDM7 process

(3), which in turn forks a multicast-LDM (mLDM) process

for Feed1 (4) if necessary. The R1 Downstream LDM7

process initiates a TCP connection to a private IP address

assigned to the Feed1 VLAN at the publisher (5) on its

NIC2. This TCP connection uses the VLAN created in the

L2 network.

This five-step process is shown for Feed2 (F2) from R1

(arrows 6–10). As step (8) shows, a separate upstream

LDM7 process and a corresponding mLDM process are

forked for the new Feed2 at the publisher. Arrows 11–15

show what happens when a second subscriber, Subscriber2

(R2), subscribes to an existing feed, i.e., Feed1. A new

Fig. 2 LDM7 inter-process communications with one publisher and two subscribers R1 and R2 for feeds F1 and F2
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Upstream LDM7 process is forked for R2 at the publisher

for Feed1 (marked as R2; F1). But this new process con-

nects to the same mLDM process for Feed1. Arrows 16–20

show the flow for R2 subscribing to Feed2.

2.2.2 LDM7 integration with FMTP

A modification to LDM to support LDM7 capabilities is

the ability to exchange additional IP addresses and trans-

port-layer ports to support the various paths/modes of

communication. Administrators need to add information on

VLAN IDs, the network-switch name and port to which the

hosts have provisioned VLAN segments, and IP addresses

to the LDM7 configuration files. As indicated in Table 1,

administrators need to have entries of an identifier of the

publisher’s SPS (SPSFS ), core-network switch and port to

which the publisher’s SPS are provisioned (ðWS;PSÞ), and
two IP addresses (ðIPF

mr;N
F
mrÞ and ðIPF

NIC1S
;MFÞ) in the

LDM7 configuration files. As only modifications relative to

LDM6 are described here, a reader interested in the details

of LDM6 is referred to the LDM software site [2].

Downstream LDM7 process This process sends a

subscription request for a feed to the publisher top-level

LDM server, which specifies: (i) desired feed, (ii) core-

network switch and port to which the publisher’s SPS are

provisioned, and (iii) an identifier of the subscriber’s SPS.

The subscription reply specifies: (i) parameters required by

the subscriber FMTP for the requested feed: the IP address

and port number of the FMTP/UDP multicast group, the

publisher’s private IP address and port number for use by

the subscriber to request the TCP connection for FMTP

retransmissions; (ii) the private IP address (unique on that

multipoint VLAN) and netmask that the downstream LDM

should use to assign to its virtual interface.

When the downstream LDM7 process receives a posi-

tive subscription response (which indicates a successful

subscription) from the upstream LDM process, it:

1. Forks a child process that uses the Linux ip utility to

create a virtual interface with the VLAN ID specified

in the RECEIVE entry, and assign the private IP

address specified in the subscription reply.

2. Executes the FMTP Receiving thread to receive

multicast data-packets over the VLAN as shown in

Fig. 3, while passing this thread the IP address and port

number of the FMTP/UDP multicast group.

3. Creates the FTMP Retransmission request thread,

which sends requests for FMTP block retransmissions

as shown in Fig. 3. The private IP address and port

number for the TCP connection over Layer-2 service

are provided to this thread to initiate TCP connection

setup to the publisher.

4. Executes two more FMTP threads: a retransmission

handler thread, which is responsible for receiving

FMTP blocks retransmitted on the unicast connection,

and a timer thread, which maintains a receive-side

timer to handle block losses at the end of a data product

transmission.

5. Responds to a notification from the FMTP retransmis-

sion request thread about a missed data-product (due to

sender-side retransmission period timeout) by request-

ing the product from its upstream LDM7 over its

Layer-3 DRFSM data-plane TCP connection.

6. Requests the backlog, if any, of data-products missed

since the end of the previous session from its upstream

LDM7 over its Layer-3 control-plane TCP connection.

Upstream LDM7 process This process manages a sub-

scription request received from its corresponding down-

stream LDM7 process by:

1. Executing authorization actions: the top-level ldmd

process requires that the hostname or IP address

associated with a downstream LDM match an ALLOW

entry in the upstream LDM’s configuration file. This

process ensures that only authorized hosts can obtain

the information necessary to receive multicast LDM

feeds. Additionally, the multicast LDM process

(mLDM) performs a second authorization step as

described below.

2. Ensuring that the FMTP-using mLDM process is

running for the feed requested by the downstream

LDM7 process, and if not, initiating a new mLDM

process for the feed. The upstream LDM7 process

passes the following parameters to the mLDM process:

(i) IP address and UDP port number of the multicast

group; (ii) Private IP address assigned to the VLAN at

the sender; and (iii) Netmask assigned to the feed

multipoint VLAN.

3. Invoking the Internet2 Advanced Layer-2 Service

(AL2S) Open Exchange Software Suite (OESS) client

to request an addition of the subscriber’s VLAN to the

Fig. 3 FMTP threads and messaging
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feed’s multipoint VLAN. The parameters provided in

this request to the OESS client include the feed-

dependent publisher’s SPS identifier and publisher

core-network switch and port information contained in

the publisher configuration file along with the sub-

scriber’s SPS identifier and the subscriber’s core-

network switch and port information that was received

in the subscription request.

4. Responding to the subscription request with informa-

tion listed above so that the downstream LDM7

process can configure the private IP address for the

VLAN, and join the multicast group to start receiving

the feed.

5. Acting as a backstop for data-products that the FMTP

layer in the downstream LDM7 process was unable to

successfully receive because the FMTP sender-side

retransmission period expired, or for a backlog of data

products. These missed and backlog products are

delivered over the DRFSM control-plane TCP

connection.

Multicast LDM (mLDM) process The mLDM process

runs multiple FMTP threads as shown in Fig. 3. The FMTP

multicast thread divides data-products into fixed-sized

blocks, and sends these blocks to the UDP port with the

multicast IP address that is configured on all subscribers on

the multipoint VLAN receiving the feed. The timer thread

is responsible for maintaining an FMTP sender-side

retransmission timer for each product. The coordinator

thread is a supervisor that accepts incoming TCP connec-

tions and forks a new retransmission thread for each sub-

scriber. The retransmission thread is responsible for

handling retransmission requests from the associated sub-

scriber. Therefore, on the sending side, there will be 3þ N

threads, where N is the number of subscribers.

The mLDM process has additional functions. First, it

assigns private IP addresses from the allocated subnet to

each receiver’s VLAN on its L2-network NIC so that all

nodes in the multipoint VLAN have the same subnet ID

and netmask. Second, it responds with the assigned private

IP addresses to GetClientAddr requests from the

upstream LDM process so that the latter can send the

assigned private IP address in its subscription response to

the subscriber (the mLDM process acts as a DHCP server

for private address assignment on the feed-dependent

multipoint VLAN). Third, it handles authorization requests

from the FMTP Coordinator thread. Authorization is based

on the private IP addresses assigned to receivers for their

VLANs. Because the FMTP Coordinator thread will

receive a TCP SYN segment from this private IP address,

the Coordinator thread passes this IP address to the

Authorizer component of the mLDM process. The latter

checks whether this private IP address is in its set of

assigned addresses, and if so, the Authorizer approves the

request. Finally, it executes disconnect actions when a

receiver stops feed reception.

2.2.3 Utility program vlanUtil

On the sending side, the vlanUtil utility is executed

when the LDM7 server starts. It executes ip commands to

statically configure virtual interfaces (VLANs) and assign

private IP addresses to the VLANs for all the feeds. It then

executes the Linux tc utility to limit the sending rate and

sending-buffer size. While this utility configures VLANs,

IP addresses and rates when the LDM7 server starts, the

mLDM process only starts sending data products for a feed

when the first subscription is approved.

On the receiving side, the vlanUtil utility can only

be executed by the downstream LDM process after a

subscription reply for a feed is received. The ip command

in vlanUtil takes the assigned private IP address

received in the subscription reply to configure its virtual

interface (VLAN).

3 LDM7 performance monitoring system

An LDM7 performance monitoring system was designed

and implemented to collect statistics on the operation of an

LDM7 data-distribution network, and offer LDM7 admin-

istrators and users a Graphical User Interface (GUI) for

visualization. This section describes the performance

monitoring-system’s software architecture (in Sect. 3.1),

and the performance metrics collected (in Sect. 3.2).

3.1 Architecture

An LDM7-rtstats utility is executed at each LDM7 server

to collect metrics and push the data in a LDM7-rtstats feed

(an LDM term used for file-streams) to a centralized LDM7

performance monitor. The LDM7 performance monitor

runs a downstream LDM7 server to receive these feeds,

parses the feeds using an rtstats-decoder, stores information

in an LDM7-rtstats database, and offers visualization ser-

vices for users through a dashboard.

Figure 4 illustrates the overall architecture. The LDM7

performance monitor consists of (i) downstream LDM

server, (ii) LDM pqact utility, (iii) LDM7-rtstats-decoder,

(iv) LDM7-rtstats database, and (v) dashboard. The

downstream LDM server can be an LDM6 or LDM7 ser-

ver. A LDM utility called pqact, which allows for an

administrator to set the name of an executable program to

handle all products of a feed, is used to invoke our LDM7-

rtstats-decoder program when LDM7-rtstats feed products

are received. The per-s interval metrics received in the feed
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are saved in the LDM7-rtstats database. This database uses

MongoDB,3 a NoSQL database. The LDM7 dashboard

uses the model-view-controller architecture, in which the

model interacts with the LDM7-rtstats database, the con-

troller receives user input and passes it to the model, and

the view creates the representation of the requested data for

the user.

In the LDM7-rtstats feed, an LDM7 publisher sends the

rate of the multipoint path for each feed, while LDM7

subscribers send performance metrics computed from their

LDM7 log files. Figure 5 shows a few sample lines for an

LDM7-subscriber log file. Table 2 lists and explains each

field of these log lines. The last field, msg, includes the

product-delivery mechanism, delay, index, retrans, and

product information.

Each product-delivery mechanism is assigned a key-

word. Specifically, LDM7 uses the keyword ‘‘Received’’

for products delivered by FMTP, ‘‘Inserted’’ for products

that required retransmissions via the LDM6-backstop

mechanism (in which LDM6 is used to retransmit a product

that could not be delivered via LDM7 before the FMTP

retransmission timer expired), and ‘‘Backlog’’ for products

delivered in a backlog-clearance process. Thus, we define

two file types as follows: (i) backstop-needed files are data

products that required LDM6-backstop retransmissions; (ii)

FMTP-received files are data products that include both

Multicast-itself-sufficient files that are data products that

were successfully received by FMTP without any FMTP

block retransmissions, i.e., these files were received fully in

the multicast phase; and FMTP-retx-needed files that are

data products that were received by FMTP but required one

or more FMTP block retransmissions.

Delay, index and retrans are three sub-fields that are

relevant to FMTP. The sub-field ‘‘delay’’ is the file latency

incurred in delivering the file from the publisher to the

subscriber; it is computed at the subscriber by subtracting

the BOP timestamp of this product placed at the publisher

from the time instant at which product reception is com-

pleted (FMTP retransmissions, if required, are completed).

Servers run Network Time Protocol (NTP) to synchronize

clocks. The sub-field ‘‘index’’ represents the file index

assigned by FMTP sender to ensure sequential delivery,

and the sub-field ‘‘retrans’’ is the number of FMTP-re-

transmitted blocks, where each FMTP-retransmitted block

has 1448 bytes FMTP of payload. The product information

(‘‘info’’) sub-field includes file size (in bytes), the time

instant (also called product creation-time) when this file

was first injected into the IDD system, feedtype of the file

(e.g., NGRID, HDS), and other information (which are not

related to LDM7 performance metrics). The size Si of file i

is obtained from the product size reported in the info

subfield, and latency Li of file i is obtained from the delay

subfield of the msg field. The metric Bt is computed by

adding the values in the retrans sub-field of the msg field of

all FMTP-received files.

Fig. 4 LDM7 performance monitoring architecture

3 https://www.mongodb.com/
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3.2 Metrics

Throughput Per-file throughput is defined as file size

divided by file latency. For average throughput, we com-

pute the harmonic-mean (which is more appropriate than

arithmetic mean when averaging rates [17]) of the per-file

throughput of all FMTP-received, all multicast-itself-suf-

ficient, and all FMTP-rext-needed files in time interval

ðt � s; tÞ as follows:

Tfmtp
t ¼

P
i2N 0

t
Si

P
i2N 0

t
Li

¼ S0
t

L0t
ð1Þ

Tmc
t ¼

P
i2N 00

t
Si

P
i2N00

t
Li

¼ S00
t

L00t
ð2Þ

Tretx
t ¼S0

t � S00
t

L0 � L00t
ð3Þ

where Si is file size of file i, Li is file latency, N 0
t is the

number of all FMTP-received files, N 00
t is the number of all

multicast-itself-sufficient files, S0
t and S00

t are the cumula-

tive size of all FMTP-received files and all multicast-itself-

sufficient files, respectively, and L0t and L00t are the corre-

sponding cumulative latencies in time interval ðt � s; tÞ.
The LDM7-rtstats feed products contain cumulative file

sizes and cumulative latencies that were computed on a

per-minute basis, i.e, s was set to 1 minute. Per-hour (or

longer-duration) throughput values can be computed from

the per-minute cumulative sizes and cumulative latencies.

FMTP File Delivery Ratio (FFDR) These metrics

characterize the success of file delivery via FMTP. We

define successful delivery of file i by FMTP if all blocks of

file i were received via multicast alone or via multicast

with one or more FMTP block retransmissions (the FMTP

sender resends blocks for only those requests that are

received before the expiry of a retransmission timer).

However, with the LDM6-backstop mechanism, LDM7

ensures successful delivery of all files to all receivers as

long as receivers request files within the specified duration

for which files are served by the LDM6-backstop mecha-

nism (typically 1 hour).

FFDR captures the extent to which FMTP was suc-

cessful in delivering files without the LDM6-backstop

Fig. 5 A sample from an LDM7-subscriber log file

Table 2 Format of LDM7 log messages

Field

name

Meaning Example

time Creation-time of the log message (which is just after the time

instant at which product is inserted into product queue at the

receiver) in the form YYYYMMDDThhmmss.uuuuuuZ

20200907T235958.434607Z

proc Identifier of the process in the form id[pid] ldmd[2613]

loc Code location where the log message was created in the form

file:func, where file and func are, respectively, the names of the

file and function that generated the message

MldmRcvr:c : eopf unc : 262

level Logging-level (i.e., priority) of the message. One of DEBUG,

INFO, NOTE, WARN, or ERROR

INFO

msg Actual message given to one of the logging functions, e.g., to

create a line in a log file, KEYWORD: delay: , index: , retrans: ,

info: ‘‘ ’’

Received: delay: 0.0224119 s, index: 15436661, retrans: 0, info: ‘‘

40199 20200907235958.328889 NGRID 68842374 LODZ65

KWBG 072300 !grib2/ncep/RUC2/#130/202009072300F013 /

VVEL /650 hPa PRES’’
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mechanism. There are two measures for FFDR, which are

file-count-based (Fcountt ) and sized-based (Fsizet ):

Fcountt ¼N 0
t

Nt
� 100% ð4Þ

Fsizet ¼ S0
tP

i2Nt
Si
� 100% ð5Þ

where Nt is the number of LDM7-received files (backstop-

needed files and FMTP-received files) in the interval

ðt � s; tÞ. As with throughput, per-minute numerators and

denominator values are sent to allow the rtstats-decoder of

the performance monitor to compute FFDR over longer

time durations.

3.2.1 Multicast packet loss rate (MPLR)

Multicast packet loss rate is measured as a percentage of

packets lost with respect to packets sent. For the specific

application, LDM7, we define MPLR (Rmc
t ) to quantify the

multicast packet loss by measuring the requested FMTP

block retransmissions. Since the LDM7 subscriber would

request every lost/undelivered multicast packet. The

equation is formed as follow:

Rmc
t ¼ Bt � 1448

S0
t

� 100% ð6Þ

where Bt is the number of FMTP block retransmissions in

the interval ðt � s; tÞ, 1448 bytes is the size of the FMTP-

packet payload (FTMP, UDP, TCP and IP headers are 12,

8, 20, and 20 bytes, respectively; to avoid a multicast block

from requiring two TCP segments in case of retransmis-

sions, the FMTP-UDP multicast blocks carry 1448 bytes of

payload). As with throughput, per-min numerators and

denominator values are sent to allow the rtstats-decoder of

the performance monitor to compute MPLR over longer

time durations.

4 Trial deployment over multi-domain SDN

The trial deployment was feasible because the two types of

network services required by LDM7 are both supported on

university campus networks, RENs and Internet2, the US-

wide REN. The Unidata IDD project distributes meteo-

rology data mostly to universities, hence our trial WAN

deployment was in this environment. While Internet2

offers Advanced Layer-2 Services (AL2S) with dynamic

path provisioning along with L3 IP-routed service, the

regional RENs only offer static VLAN service and L3 IP-

routed service. Consequently, the scale of the trial

deployment was limited due to the high cost of human

resources necessary to implement the regional and campus

segments of the static VLAN. For example, it took almost

two years to create an eight-campus trial deployment. Also,

it should be noted that because of LDM7 and the DRFSM

architecture allowing subscribers to dynamically join and

leav the multicast group, theoretically, the LDM7 system is

scalable. Currently, the UCAR uses LDM6 to distribute

meteorological data to 581 hosts in 217 domains in Uni-

data’s IDD system [4]. And, we tested the proposed mul-

ticast solution over GENI and Chameleon testbed with 24

subscribers and 16 subscribers, respectively [9, 10]. The

goal of this trial deployment was to test the DRFSM

architecture in a production, WAN multi-domain setting.

The DRFSM architecture requires dynamic provisioning

because subscribers add and delete subscriptions to dif-

ferent feeds, and each feed should have its own multipoint

VLAN for bandwidth and subscriber processing efficiency.

Therefore, our trial deployment used the dynamic provi-

sioning capability of Internet2’s AL2S in conjunction with

statically provisioned VLAN segments across university

campus networks and their regional RENs.

As shown in Fig. 6, we deployed LDM7 servers at eight

university campuses/institutions: (1) University Coopera-

tion for Atmospheric Research (UCAR), (2) University of

Virginia (UVA), (3) University of Wisconsin (UWisc), (4)

University of Maryland (UMD), (5) University of Utah

(U.Utah), (6) University of Missouri (UMiss), (7) Univer-

sity of Washington (UWash), and (8) University of Cali-

fornia San Diego (UCSD).

Most of the regional RENs are connected to the closest

Internet2 PoP, e.g., the Virginia (UVA) regional REN,

MARIA, is connected to the Internet2 switch at Ashburn,

VA. However, one exception is that the Colorado based

FRGP regional REN, which serves UCAR, is connected via

a 100 GE link to the Starlight Internet2 PoP in Chicago, for

legacy reasons. This connection makes the UWisc, UVA,

and UMD LDM7 servers the closest in terms of Round-

Trip Time (RTT) to the UCAR LDM7 server.

On each campus, the deployment effort consisted of:

(i) deploying a server, (ii) installing and configuring LDM7

on the server, and (iii) provisioning VLANs (static path

segments) across campus networks and regional RENs

(edge networks in Fig. 1). The last task required a campus

network administrator and a corresponding regional REN

operator to first agree on a common set of VLAN IDenti-

fiers (IDs) and then provision these VLANs on every

switch on the path from the campus LDM7 server all the

way through the edge network to the Internet2 switch/port

to which the regional REN is connected.

Combining static and dynamically provisioned

VLANs As shown in Fig. 1, SPSs are provisioned from the

sending and receiving hosts through edge networks to the

DMPS core-network switch ports. The publisher then uses

its SDN Controller Clients (SCC) to send signaling
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messages to the core-network SDN controller to request the

dynamic configuration of connecting/disconnecting SPSs

in the DMPS network. This model allows for the practical

consideration that not all edge and core network providers

will simultaneously start offering DMPS. Instead even if

one core network offers DMPS, as illustrated in Fig. 1, end

hosts can start using this service by leveraging the static

path services of edge networks.

Figure 7 shows an installation of the DRFSM architec-

ture, with a publisher at UCAR, and subscribers at the

UVA and UMD. MAX is the regional REN provider for

UMD. VLAN segments are manually provisioned for the

LDM7 servers in the three sites to their corresponding

Internet2 router/switch ports, e.g., VLAN III from UVA.

This step required our research team to communicate with

network administrators at the various campuses, and in turn

these administrators needed to communicate with their

regional REN administrators to agree on a common set of

VLAN IDentifiers (IDs) and get these VLANs provisioned

across the campus networks and the regional RENs. We

also asked each of our campus collaborators to authorize

our Internet2 AL2S OESS working groups to make

requests for connections to their VLANs on the Internet2

switch port connected to their regional-RENs.

Figure 7 also illustrates how Internet2’s AL2S service

capability is leveraged for our LDM7 trial deployment.

Assume that VLAN I had been previously connected to

VLAN II via an Internet2 AL2S MPLS path represented by

the magenta dashed line between switches S1 and S2 to

receive feed F1. This configuration would have occurred

Fig. 6 Trial deployment of LDM7 across Internet2

Fig. 7 An installation of DRFSM architecture on the LDM7 trial deployment; black arrows: control-plane messages; red lines: provisioned

VLAN segments; magenta dashed lines: dynamic MPLS paths
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when the LDM7 receiver at MAX requested a new feed

from the UCAR LDM7 server, at which point the latter

would have signaled the Internet2 AL2S OESS server

requesting the connection of VLAN I from FRGP’s Inter-

net2 AL2S switch port to VLAN II on MAX’s Internet2

AL2S switch port.

Now consider the steps required when the LDM7

administrator at UVA adds a subscription to feed F1 in the

LDM configuration file, step (1) in Fig. 7. Step (2) shows

the LDM7 subscription request being sent on the IP-routed

path. The LDM7 publisher checks if the UVA receiver is

authorized to receive feed F1, and if it is authorized, the

upstream LDM7 process instructs the OESS client at the

sender to send a VLAN-modification request to the Inter-

net2 AL2S OESS server, which is executed in (3). In (4a)

and (4b), the OESS server performs book-keeping opera-

tions and then if the modification request can be accom-

modated, the OESS servers sends commands to the MPLS

switches to reconfigure their forwarding tables. In the

example shown in Fig. 7, switch S1 will add an entry to

forward packets received with a particular MPLS label

from VLAN I from its FRPG port to its link to S3, in

addition to its entry for forwarding the same packets to its

link to switch S2. Similarly, switch S3 will add an entry to

forward packets received on its link from S1, with a

specified MPLS label, to its port to MARIA on VLAN III.

Step (5) illustrates that data starts flowing on the newly

established MPLS-VLAN segment from switch S1 to the

UVA LDM7 server.

VLAN rate limit settings Multicast data products in a

continuous stream using UDP could impact general-pur-

pose flows if the rate required by these feeds was high. This

situation is not the case with the Unidata IDD meteorology

feeds. In aggregate, all 30 feeds require only 2 Gbps on

average. If all 580 hosts subscribed to all 30 feeds, then

UCAR would require access link rates greater than 1 Tbps

just for this Unidata IDD project because in the current

LDM6 solution, individual TCP connections are used from

the publisher to each subscriber (current topology uses

application layer multicast in which some receivers also

host Upstream LDM servers to relay data, and not all hosts

request all 30 feeds).

Most of the feeds are continuous in the sense that data

products that need dissemination arrive 24/7, but the data

arrival rate is not constant. For example, the one-hour set of

data products from the NGRID feed used in these experi-

ments has data products with a median size of 31290 B and

IQR of 118618 B, and median file inter-arrival time of 4.16

ms and IQR of 23.79 ms.

All the universities and their regional RENs have 100

Gb/s links and the LDM7 servers have 10 GE NICs. We

experimented with low rate settings, such as 20 Mbps to 60

Mbps for several feeds, and found that products could

arrive in bursts requiring large sender-size buffers to pre-

vent packet loss. However, large buffers can add significant

latency. For example, if a 300 MB buffer is used at the

sender to absorb bursts, with a 20 Mbps VLAN, the added

latency could be as high as 2 mins. When we increased

rates to 1 Gbps per VLAN (i.e., per feed), this sender-

buffering delay was eliminated, but more retransmissions

were required. Presumably the higher rate was over-

whelming small buffers typically found in enterprise and

data-center switches, or the receiver UDP buffer was being

overwhelmed. A sweet spot of 500 Mbps was reported in a

recent paper [10].

This higher per-feed rate requirement to reduce latency

diminishes the value of multicasting. For example, with 30

feeds, if 500 Mbps was required from a latency consider-

ation for all 30 feeds, UCAR would still need 15 Gbps,

which is better than the projected 1 Tbps, but still fairly

high. Therefore, we explored the use of Linux tc queuing

disciplines in which multiple VLANs could be configured

to use bandwidth borrowing. A combination of Hierarchi-

cal Token Bucket (HTB) and Bytes First In First Out

(BFIFO) queuing disciplines was used, and two queues,

one for multicast and the second for retransmissions, was

created for each VLAN. Because one VLAN was created

for each feed, bandwidth borrowing was allowed. This

reduced the total required bandwidth, and the possibility of

packet losses stemming from the use of too high a rate by

one feed (if multiple other feeds were silent) was avoided

by setting the ceil parameter, which limits the maximum

rate used to serve packets from a class.

5 Experimental evaluation

Section 5.1 describes the experiments executed on the trial

deployment. Sections 5.2 to 5.4 presents our numerical

results of three experiment sets.

5.1 Setup

For our experiments, we created a multipoint VLAN in

Internet2 AL2S network, which connects the eight servers

geo-located in the trial deployment, seen in Fig. 6. Each of

the deployed servers has at least 64 GiB RAM, 500 GB

disk space and two network interfaces. One 1/10Gbps

Ethernet (GbE) NIC connects to the general-purpose

campus network for L3 IP-routed services, and the other

10GbE NIC connects to a switch through which VLANs

are provisioned to the nearest Internet2 switch port via the

campus network and regional REN. One more server at

UVA campus network runs the LDM7 performance mon-

itor to collect the subscribers’ ldm7-rtstats feeds and dis-

play the results on the dashboard. The software used in our
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experiments consists of: (i) LDM7 application, and (ii)

LDM7 performance monitoring system.

Table 3 shows the experimental parameters that influ-

ence output metrics including feedtypes (file-streams),

RTT on publisher-to-subscriber paths, packet loss rate, and

VLAN rate limit [10]. We chose the NGRID feed (nu-

merical model output from NOAA) as the file-stream to

distribute, and a specific publisher (UCAR), but varied the

VLAN rate limits, the set of subscribers (among the six

subscribers, UVA, UWisc, UMD, U.Utah, UWash, and

UCSD), and the simulated packet loss. The publisher

sending-buffer size (tc-layer buffer) was set to a large

enough value (e.g., 600 MB in our experiments) to prevent

packet drops at the sending side. The tc statistics con-

firmed that no packets were dropped due to publisher

sending-buffer overflows. A 100 MB receiving buffer was

set to avoid buffer overflow. The maximum VLAN rate

limit used in the experiments was 500 Mbps. A higher

VLAN rate would have made the performance evaluation

more difficult. This paper mainly discusses propagation

delay, emission (transmission) delay, sending-buffer

queuing delay, and synchronization offsets. The processing

delay and switch/router buffering delay are ignored

because their impact on the overall delay is negligible in a

WAN [18]. For a multicast-itself-sufficient file i, latency Li
was described as follows:

Li ¼ Lprop þ Si=r þ Lsending�buffer þ Lsync�offset; ð7Þ

where Lprop is the one-way propagation delay from the

publisher to the subscriber, Si is the size of the file i, r is the

VLAN rate limit, Lsending�buffer is the sending-buffer

queuing delay and Lsync�offset is the clock synchronization

offset. Although NTP is used in all LDM servers to syn-

chronize clocks, there can still be synchronization offsets

on the order of milliseconds [19]. Such offsets are com-

parable to the emission delay, Si=r, for the megabyte-size

files in the feed [20] when the VLAN rate is 5000 Mbps.

We ran three sets of experiments. The goal of the first

set of experiments was to verify the feasibility of the latest

LDM7, a DRFSM implementation, and the LDM7

performance monitoring system. A second set of experi-

ments was performed to evaluate the performance of

LDM7. Lastly, we ran a third set of experiments to com-

pare the performance of LDM7 with LDM6 over the trial

deployment.

5.2 Experiment Set 1: feasibility of the DRFSM
solution

The UCAR LDM7 publisher subscribed to a live NGRID

file-stream from the Unidata IDD system, and then multi-

cast the NGRID file-stream to six LDM7 subscribers:

UVA, UWisc, UMD, U.Utah, UWash, and UCSD. During

the NGRID file-stream distribution, we limited the VLAN

rate to 40 Mbps. The reason for rate-limiting at the pub-

lisher is explained in Sect. 2. All of the subscribers sent

their ldm7-rtstats feeds to the LDM7 performance moni-

tor.4 Three metrics defined in Sect. 3.2 (throughput,

FFDRs, and MPLR) were used to verify the feasibility of

the DRFSM implementation.

Figure 9 shows the LDM7 performance monitoring

system dashboard for Experiment Set 1. The dashboard

offers users a GUI to specify parameters such as the time

range, feedtype, and metric of interest. The dashboard

implementation is based on D3.js.5 Each server (publisher

or subscriber) that joins the meteorological data distribu-

tion is geo-located on a U.S. map. Servers are color-coded

as follows:

– red: Subscriber is unavailable, i.e., a product was last

received on the ldm7-rtstats feed more than 1 hour ago;

– yellow: Less active, i.e., a product was last received on

the ldm7-rtstats feed less than 1 hour but more than 10

minutes ago;

– green: Active, i.e., a product was last received on the

ldm7-rtstats feed less than 10 minutes ago.

In Fig. 9, there are seven green points, which indicates the

UCAR publisher and six LDM7 subscribers, which shows

the subscribers receiving an NGRID feed from UCAR. The

two red points represent Rutgers and UMiss, which failed

to join the multicast group. The red lines between the green

Table 3 Values for experimental parameters

Parameters Value

Servers {the University Cooperation for Atmosh- peric Research (UCAR), University of Virginia (UVA), University of Wisc- son

(UWisc), UMD, University of Utah (U.Utah), University of Washington (UWash), University of California at San Diego

(UCSD)}

RTT from UCAR to {UVA: 37.2, UWisc: 39.0, UMD: 36.5, U.Utah: 51.7, UWash: 61.8, UCSD: 51.7} ms

Simulated packet

loss

{ 0; 1; 5; 10; 15; 20}%

VLAN rate limits {20; 30; 40; 50; 100; 500} Mbps
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points, such as the publisher (UCAR) and the UVA LDM7

subscriber represent the logical connection (link) between

the two servers. A ‘‘click’’ action on a link triggers a time-

series plot with per-minute information for the link. Fig-

ure 8, for example, shows the per-minute throughput of

NGRID feed from UCAR to UVA in last one hour. From

the Fig. 8, we can see over the past one hour the per-minute

throughput of the UVA subscriber varied between 5 Mbps

and 35 Mbps with a 40 Mbps VLAN rate limit. The most

reasonable explanation for the difference is sending-buffer

queuing delay.

Table 4 shows the three metrics and other information

included in the ldm7-rtstats feeds. First, We used two

FFDRs and MPLR to evaluate the reliable capability of

LDM7. Their 100% values indicate that all 45642 files

were delivered by the FMTP data-plane protocol without

requiring the LDM6-backstop mechanism. As previously

noted, FMTP uses a TCP retransmission mechanism to

deliver data-blocks that were not received via the UDP

multicast. The MPLR row shows the proportion of such

retransmitted data blocks, which is also the proportion of

multicast packets that weren’t received. Although the

retransmission mechanism reliably delivered the lost mul-

ticast packets, it incurred significant delays in the produc-

tion WAN setting, due to the RTTs on the path from the

publisher to each subscriber. Interestingly, the subscribers

of UVA, UMD, and Uwisc had the same number of FMTP

block retransmissions and files that needed FMTP

retransmissions. Table 5 shows the index of the files that

required retransmitted data-blocks and indicates that the

same three files required retransmissions. A reasonable

explanation is that the multicast packet loss happened in

the publisher’s regional REN.

Conclusively, we observe that the overall DRFSM

solution worked well on the trial deployment. The metric

of average throughput indicates that different subscribers

achieved different values. The throughput was affected by

differences in product-latency, whose components are:

(i) processing delays, (ii) sending-buffering delays incurred

because of the sender tc rate limiting used in our exper-

iments, (iii) emission (transmission) delays, (iv) propaga-

tion delays (roughly half of RTT), (v) switch/router packet

queuing delays, and (vi) retransmission delays. Processing

delays are typically negligible when compared to RTT in

the WAN setting. All subscribers have the same sending-

buffering delays because the six subscribers request the

NGRID feed from the same publisher. One-way propaga-

tion delays are high in this WAN setting (e.g., 18 ms

between UCAR and UVA). Given the high link capacities

in the production RENs on which our trial was deployed,

switch/router packet queuing delays should be small.

5.3 Experiment set 2: analysis of LDM7
performance

To analyze the performance of LDM7 over the trial

deployment, we collected one-hour NGRID products,

03:00 to 04:00 UTC on Jul. 12, 2020, and replayed the data

repeatedly (using the LDM utility pqinsert) in multiple

experiments to avoid differences in incoming file-stream

product sizes or inter-arrival times. This feed was sent with

various VLAN rate limits. Figure 10 shows per-file sizes

and arrival times for this collected set of 45703 files.

Of the five variables listed in Table 3, we selected one

publisher (UCAR) and four subscribers (UVA, UWisc,

U.Utah, and UWash) and did not attempt to modify RTTs

on the paths from the publisher to each subscriber. Then,

we investigated the impact of the other three parameters,

VLAN rate limit, packet loss rate and LDM feed types, on

the performance of LDM7.

5.3.1 Impact of VLAN rate limit

Figure 11 shows average FMTP throughput for the NGRID

feedtype at four subscribers. We replayed the one-hour

NGRID file-stream, whose traffic pattern followed Fig. 10,

from UCAR to the four subscribers with varying VLAN

rate limits of 20, 30, 40, 50, 100, and 500 Mbps. Generally,

as the VLAN rate limit increased, the throughput of each

subscriber increased. But different subscribers achieved

different throughput at the same VLAN rate limit. This

result is consistent with the conclusion that for different

subscribers, the differences in throughput are mainly due to

propagation delay, in particular, the difference is larger

with a higher VLAN rate limit. For example, with a 20

Mbps VLAN rate limit, the average throughput of UWash

is 7.65% less than the average throughput of UVA

(UWash: 10.75 Mbps, UVA: 11.64 Mbps), but the differ-

ence increases to 38.53% at 500 Mbps, where the average

throughput of UWash is 36.22 Mbps with a 500 Mbps

VLAN rate limit and the average throughput of UVA is

58.92 Mbps.

5.3.2 Impact of packet loss rate

Figure 12 shows the impact of the simulated network

packet loss on the performance of LDM7, where the pub-

lisher, UCAR, distributed the file-stream at a 100 Mbps

VLAN rate limit to four subscribers: UVA, UWisc,

U.Utah, and UWash. Figure 12, uses solid lines to present

the throughput performance, and the dashed lines to show

how MPLR varies with the simulated network packet loss

4 http://idc-uva.dynes.virginia.edu:3000/.
5 https://d3js.org/.
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rate. Firstly, we observe that with the increase of simulated

network packet loss rate, the throughput of the four sub-

scribers decreases. This decrease is because the total delay

incurred by subscribers requesting to retransmit the missing

multicast UDP datagrams. Secondly, the MPLR of four

subscribers is higher than the simulated network packet

loss rate. This is reasonable because the MPLR is defined

by using the number of retransmission requests. Thus, in

addition to the multicast packets lost in the network, the

multicast packets dropped by the application would also be

retransmitted to the subscribers. For example, if a sub-

scriber missed the FMTP BOP message of the multicast

file, the subscriber would drop the subsequent FMTP-UDP

datagrams before it received the retransmitted BOP mes-

sage. The number of retransmission requests consists of the

number of multicast packets lost in the network (in this

case, they are dropped by the Linux utility iptables at

the subscriber) and the number of multicast packets

Fig. 8 LDM7 performance

monitoring system dashboard

Table 4 Experiment Set 1: Statistics for files received by the UVA, UWash, UMD, UWisc and UCSD LDM7 subscribers; t is the start time of the

experiment and s is the whole duration

Subscribers UVA UMD UWisc UWash UCSD Utah

Number of FMTP-received files 45642 45642 45642 45642 45642 45642

File-count-based FFDR Fcountt 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Size-based FFDR Fsizet
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Number of files that needed FMTP retransmissions 3 3 3 6 4 64

Number of FMTP block retransmissions 21 21 21 34 24 529

Multicast Packet Loss Rate (MPLR) Lmct 3.5e-4% 3.5e-4% 3.5e-4% 5.6e-4% 4.0e-4% 8.8e-3%

Average throughput of FMTP-received files (Mbps) Tfmtp
t

20.92 21.08 20.43 13.81 18.03 19.17

Average throughput of multicast-itself-sufficient files (Mbps) Tmc
t 20.93 21.08 20.44 13.83 18.04 19.31

Average throughput of FMTP-retx-needed files (Mbps) Tretx
t 0.36 0.35 0.33 0.11 0.24 0.23

Table 5 Experiment Set 1: Files requested FMTP retransmissions

Product index 8931043 8925724 8925341

Size 12274 11676 11107

Number of block

retransmissions

9 8 4

Subscribers requested

retransmissions

UVA, UMD, UWisc, UWash,

UCSD, Utah

UVA, UMD, UWisc, UWash,

UCSD, Utah

UVA, UMD, UWisc, UWash,

UCSD, Utah
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dropped by the LDM7. Consequently, we can conclude that

the impact of FMTP BOP message loss depends mainly on

the VLAN rate limit, file size, and round-trip-time (RTT)

on the path between the publisher and the subscriber.

Furthermore, if the transmission delay of the multicast file

is less than the delay of retransmitted BOP message, the

subscriber would request to retransmit the whole file. In our

experiments, the MPLR consists of two cases, which are

(i) BOP message lost in the network and (ii) BOP message

successfully received but some FMTP datagrams lost.

Thus, we can see the observed MPLR is much higher than

the simulated network packet loss rate. Thirdly, the

degradation of throughput was due to retransmission delay,

which was incurred by request missing data blocks.

Because a retransmission request for a missing data-block

incurs a RTT penalty at least, such requests have a sig-

nificant effect on throughput. Thus, we observed a large

throughput drop when we simulated a 5% packet loss rate.

For UVA, the throughput decreased 20.3 Mbps (from 36.4

Mbps to 16.1 Mbps), while there was only a 2.1 Mbps

decrease (from 12.4Mpbs to 10.3 Mbps) when the simu-

lated packet loss increased from 15% to 20%.

5.4 Experiment set 3: performance comparison
between LDM6 and LDM7

The one-hour collected NGRID products (shown in

Fig. 10) were used in Experiment Set 3 to evaluate and

compare the performance of the DRFSM incorporated

LDM7 and the current LDM6. The comparison between

the DRFSM solution and the unicast-based solution was

executed with the same VLAN rate limits and sets of

subscribers as in Experiment Set 2.

This set of experiments had two goals: (i) compare the

average throughput of LDM6 and LDM7 under the same

VLAN rate limits, and (ii) compare the VLAN rate limits

for LDM6 and LDM7 that achieve the same throughput.

Fig. 9 1-hour throughput of

NGRID from UCAR to UVA on

Dashboard

Fig. 10 NGRID, 03:00-04:00 UTC, on Jul. 12, 2020

Fig. 11 LDM7 Throughput varying VLAN rate limits
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The main parameters varied in Experimental Set 3 were the

VLAN rate limit and set of subscribers.

First, we replayed the one-hour NGRID feed from

UCAR to four subscribers, UVA, UWisc, Utah, and

UWash, with varying VLAN rate limits of 50, 100, 200,

300, 400, and 500 Mbps via LDM6 and LDM7. Figure 13

presents the results we collected from the trial deployment.

Generally, the throughput of LDM6 is less than the

throughput of LDM7. And there is a clear gap between the

average throughput of LDM7 across the four subscribers

and the average throughput of LDM6. As the VLAN rate

limit increases, the differences between LDM7 throughput

and LDM6 throughput increases. For example, with a 50

Mbps VLAN rate limit, the difference is 21.88 Mbps, while

at 100 Mbps, the value increases to 31.62 Mbps. However,

it stabilizes around 31 Mbps when we increase the VLAN

rate limit to 100 Mbps. Furthermore, Fig. 13 shows that

there is an approximately 90% bandwidth saving for LDM7

(with a 40 Mbps VLAN rate limit), compared to LDM6

(with a 400 Mbps VLAN rate limit) when achieving a 20

Mbps average throughput with four subscribers. This result

verifies that LDM7 significantly reduces the need for

bandwidth. The bandwidth savings is expected to increase

as the number of subscribers increases.

Second, we take a close look at the throughput with a

100 Mbps VLAN rate limit. Figure 14a shows the

throughput comparison of LDM6 and LDM7 (four sub-

scribers) at 100 Mbps. LDM6-FS (four subscribers) shows

throughput of LDM6 with four subscribers, while LDM6-

SS (single subscriber) shows the throughput of LDM6 with

a single subscriber. The first finding in Fig. 14a is that

LDM7 achieved a 77.6% higher average throughput than

LDM6 with a single subscriber (LDM6-SS). This

improvement likely results from using UDP rather than

TCP over a dedicated VLAN. This appears backwards: the

figure shows that LDM6-FS has much worse throughput

than LDM6-SS. One possible explanation is a larger sen-

der-buffer queuing delay with multiple copies in LDM6-

FS. Moreover, Fig. 14b presents the impact of the number

of subscribers on the performance of LDM7 and LDM6

with a 100 Mbps VLAN rate limit. As the number of

subscriber increases, the throughput of LDM7 varies only

slightly, while the throughput of LDM6 decreases signifi-

cantly. At UVA, in particular, with six subscribers, the

Fig. 13 Average throughput of

LDM6 and LDM7 with four

subscribers varying VLAN rate

limits at UVA

Fig. 12 LDM7 throughput and MPLR with various simulated network

packet loss
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throughput of LDM7 (40.12 Mbps) is an almost 22-fold

improvement to the throughput of LDM6 (1.79 Mbps).

6 Related work

Section 6.1 offers the reader background on early reliable

multicast transport layer protocols. Section 6.2 describes

the particular SDN controller used in this work. Section 6.3

reviews recent related work.

6.1 Reliable multicast transport protocols

Transport protocols are required to support reliable multi-

cast on top of IP-multicast trees. Early proposals include

Reliable Multicast Transport Protocol [21], and SRM by

Sally Floyd [22]. The digital fountain solution by Luby

et al. [23] and IETF’s Asynchronous Layered Coding

(ALC) [24] are designed for multicast to millions of

receivers. These methods use layered coding transport,

forward error correcting codes, and no reverse-direction

messages from receivers to the sender. IETF’s NACK-

Oriented Reliable Multicast (NORM) [25] is designed for

IP-multicast networks. NORM takes into account the need

for data-plane congestion control, and the NORM sender

keeps adjusting its sending rate based on Round-Trip

Times (RTTs) and packet loss rates reported by each

receiver.

6.2 Software-defined networks

Internet2’s support for a L2-based path service required

two components. First, the protocols for the control-plane

were specified and standardized. These include Inter-

Domain Controller Protocol (IDCP) [26] and the Open

Grid Forum Network Service Interface Connection Ser-

vices (NSI CS) version 2.0 [27]. Both protocols support

inter-domain signaling for advance reservation and provi-

sioning of rate-guaranteed dynamic L2 paths. Second, an

SDN controller [28] must exist. Internet2 deployed an

OESS server as the controller for its AL2S offering. The

OESS server has both a GUI and programmatic interface

for users to request paths between Internet2 router/switch

ports. The technology used for L2 paths in the current

deployment is MultiProtocol Label Switching (MPLS)

[29]. User working group identifiers are used for access

control allowing a regional REN to authorize a remote user

group to connect to a particular Virtual LAN (VLAN) on

its Internet2 switch port. Rate and duration can be specified

in the request for an L2 path, and multipoint VLAN/MPLS

virtual topologies are supported.

6.3 Recent related work

Solutions have been proposed to leverage SDN techniques

to provide efficient and well-managed network-multicast

services. Many of these solutions [30–32] aim to find

optimal trees. These SDN-based multicast advances

focused on the control-plane problem of finding the best

multicast topologies but not on the data-plane aspects.

Failures can affect the quality of real-time multicasting

services. Some solutions have investigated methods to

make multicasting reliable, such as Multicast TCP

(MCTCP) [33], and ECast [34]. MCTCP is designed for

small-multicast groups, and eCast requires a sub-tree of the

Fig. 14 Experiment Set 3: Throughput comparison of LDM6 and LDM7 with a 100 Mbps VLAN rate limit
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multicast tree to be established to multicast retransmis-

sions. Neither of these solutions work in a WAN context.

More recent papers include the following. Desmouceaux

et al. [35] proposed a solution that requires all routers to

implement a Bit-Indexed Explicit Replication (B.I.E.R.)

shim layer, which is an expensive modification for WAN

deployment. Multicasting solutions for SDN-based data

center networks include Multicast Routing for Data Cen-

ters (MCDC) [36], ATHENA [37], and Datacast [38], but

these are not readily extendible for WAN deployment. The

DCCast solution [39] is proposed for inter-data-center

multicasts, and is only evaluated with synthetic traffic

through simulations, i.e., practical deployment considera-

tions of addressing, routing and transport-layer protocols

are not considered.

Solutions based on Peer-to-Peer (P2P), an example of

which is Bit Torrent [], show the efficiency for transferring

a single large file over the networks. However, for file-

streams carrying new data, P2P will incur higher latency

than our proposed DRFSM/LDM7 solution as they require

multiple downloads before all subscribers can receive all

blocks. One of the co-authors is exploring the potential of a

hybrid multicast/P2P solution in which missed multicast

blocks are recovered via the P2P network.

7 Conclusions

This work described a trial deployment of an L2 path-based

network multicast solution and IP-routed service. Using

this deployment, our experiments showed that file-delivery

ratios and throughput metrics achieved in this DRFSM

implementation met LDM7 application requirements. The

deployment showed that capturing data using a perfor-

mance dashboard to display key LDM7 performance met-

rics worked well. The comparison of LDM7 with LDM6 in

the trial deployment showed an almost 22-fold throughput

improvement with a 100 Mbps VLAN rate limit with six

subscribers and 90% bandwidth savings from path-based

network multicast solution to achieve a 20 Mbps average

throughput across four subscribers. While our current

design handled gaps in multipoint path availability well

enough for the LDM/IDD application that we tested, a new

design is needed to alleviate the impact of DRFSM control-

plane overheads.
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